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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of producer coordinated production and
processing activities. A linear programming model was designed to provide comparisons between
short-run returns from selling market hogs and short-run returns from selling carcasses. The spatial
framework was specified such that all pairs of regions were separated by given market prices,
transportation costs, processing costs, and handling charges for loading carcasses at defined collection
points. Theoretical considerations led to the conclusion that selling carcasses would become an
economically viable choice if the site-price for shipments made to carcass destination j exceeded the
site-price for shipments made to market hog destination j.

Production points were defined from the current: pattern of hog feeding within Montana and point
estimates or market hog supply were made from published sources. Processing firms that expressed an
interest in custom slaughtering hogs for Montana producers were contacted. Information was obtained
for point estimates of excess capacity and slaughter charges. Final destination points for both product
forms were enumerated and point estimates of demand were determined through buyer dnter-views.
Market hog and carcass prices were estimated for all destinations and transportation costs were
specified for all pairs of regions for both product forms.

The optimum solution was obtained through consideration cf alternative delivery routes. The results
indicate that net revenue would be augmented $2,540.35 per week by selling carcasses. If by-product
sales were made, net revenue would increase $5,089.39 per week. On a marginal basis, the results
indicate that a $1.56 per cwt. market price differential exists for this alternative.

The change in the current pattern of market hog sales to a system including hog and. carcass sales
indicated that processing at or near the source of production was important. In addition, the final
shipping pattern indicated that coordination between slaughterhouses and the ability to achieve a steady
flow of carcasses are sensitive to the available amount of slaughter capacity. The prevailing set of
shadow prices indicate that availability of slaughter capacity at collection and delivery points is
sensitive to changes in slaughter charges or changes in prices at coinciding market hog destinations. 
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of pro
ducer coordinated production and processing activities. A linear pro
gramming model was designed to provide comparisons between short-run 
returns from selling market hogs and short-run returns from selling 
carcasses.• The spatial framework was specified such that all pairs of 
regions were separated by given market prices, transportation costs, 
processing costs, and handling charges for loading carcasses at defined 
collection points. Theoretical considerations led to the conclusion 
that selling carcasses would become an economically viable choice if 
the site-price for shipments made to carcass destination j exceeded the 
site-price for shipments made to market hog destination j -

Production points were defined from the current pattern of hog 
feeding within Montana and point estimates or market hog supply were 
made from published sources. Processing firms that expressed an interest 
in custom slaughtering hogs for Montana producers were contacted. Infor
mation was obtained for point estimates of excess capacity and slaughter 
charges. Final destination points for both product forms were enumer
ated and point estimates of demand were determined through buyer inter
views . Market hog and carcass prices were estimated for all destinations 
and transportation costs were specified for all pairs of regions for both 
product forms.

The optimum solution was obtained through consideration cf alterna
tive delivery routes. The results indicate that net revenue would be 
augmented $2,540.35 per week by selling carcasses. If by-product sales 
were made, net revenue would increase $5,089.39 per week. On a marginal 
basis, the results indicate that a $1.56 per cwt. market price differ
ential exists for this alternative.

The fchange in the current pattern of market hog sales to a system 
including hog and carcass sales indicated that processing at or near 
the source of production was important. In addition, the final shipping 
pattern indicated that coordination between slaughterhouses and the 
ability to achieve a steady flow of carcasses are sensitive to the 
available amount of slaughter capacity. The prevailing set of shadow 
prices indicate that availability of slaughter capacity at collection 
and delivery points is sensitive to changes in slaughter charges or 
changes in prices at coinciding market hog destinations.



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Foreword

Vertical coordination has been defined as "an agreement between two 

parties, one an input supplier to the other, resulting in the transfer 

from one party to the other, part or all, of management control, assets.
Ior functions."” Vertical coordination is a topic of considerable interest 

among agricultural producer groups. They view vertical,coordination as., 

first, a means of capturing the rents that supposedly accrue to middle

men, and second as a means of reducing price uncertainty.

On the other hand, processors use vertical coordination as a sub

stitute for the coordinating function.of price in the marvet system, to 

achieve control over the timing and quality of raw material supplies.

At a time when per capita consumption of pork is decreasing, in 

spite of increasing per capita income, processor reaction to perceived 

consumer preferences may be particularly significant. Pork processing 

firms are increasingly by-passing auction markets to obtain hogs directly

from producers. As part of this change, specification'buying on weight
2and grade is increasing. In view of this, slaughter plant location at 

or near the source of production has become increasingly important.

’'"Robert E. Schneidau and Lawrence A. Duewer, ^Coordination: Defini
tions and Projections— An Overview," Symposium: Vertical Coordination in 
the Pork .Industry, p. '

2Ewell Paul Roy, "Contract Farming and Economic Integration: Hogs,"
Contract Farming and Economic Integration, Chapter 7.
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The corn-belt region has remained the major surplus-producing region, 

while the Northeast and Pacific Coast regions have remained the major 

deficit-producing areas. The major deficit-producing areas have not aug

mented slaughter capacity but have increasingly become engaged in importing
3intermediate pork meat products from the Midwest region.

Among the eleven Western states, Montana is the only surplus-producing 

state. Production of market hogs increased from 260,000 head in 1969 to 

400,000 head in 1971. In 1971, Montana ranked second among the eleven 

Western states in Log production. Colorado ranked first with a produc

tion of 604,000 head and Idaho ranked third with a production of 231,000
v ^ 4 head.

. The present marketing system in Montana provides for transfer of 

hogs from producers to buyers at auction markets, and directly to packers 

through buying stations and order buyers. From this point of transfer, 

hogs are either shipped West for slaughter or slaughtered in-state, then 

distributed throughout the West as branded meat products and pork meat 

cuts.

Although this marketing system has persisted, producers are seeking 

alternative means for marketing pork. One alternative proposed Vy the 

Montana Pork Producers Council is to coordinate production with custom 3 *

3Ibid.

. S . Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service and 
Montana Department of Agriculture, "Hogs and Pigs," December 28, 1971,
"Meat Animals," AprJ I, 1972.
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slaughtering activities to process carcasses for producer sale to pork 

buyers on the West Coast. This alternative is .contingent upon accessible 

slaughter capacity and returns from selling carcasses relative to returns 

from selling market hogs.

The meat packing industry is characterized by substantial excess 

capacity. Part of this excess capacity can be viewed as planned while . 

part can be viewed as unplanned. The planned component is that capacity 

which exists in anticipation of future market growth. The unplanned 

component is that part which results from either unforeseen events or 

faulty planning.5

Continuous year-round pig farrowing, year-round beef confinement 

feeding, and, in general, increased efficiency in management and produc

tion techniques have reduced seasonality of production and slaughter in 

the livestock industry. Consequently, slaughter capacity built to 

handle seasonal slaughter has become permanently unemployed throughout 

the year. Further augmenting industry excess capacity are structural 

changes in production, processing, and distribution. As the scale of . 

pork production has expanded more producers are by-passing local slaughter 

facilities and selling to large firms who distribute branded products 

regionally or even nationally. The by-passing is, of course, the result

5R. L. Rizek, G.G. Judge and J. Havlicek, "Spatial Structure of the 
Livestock Economy: III. Joint Spatial Analysis of Regional Slaughter
and the.Flows and Pricing of Livestock and Meat," South Dakota Agr. Expt. 
Sta. Bui. 522, Brookings, October, 1965.
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of premium prices offered those producers who can supply a uniform 

stream of quality hogs.6

Most of the slaughterhouses in Montana are old and small and were 

originally designed to accommodate both beef and pork slaughter for local 

consumption. These firms may be characterized by significant excess 

capacity because of their inability to become a steady supply outlet for 

large producers. Two factors are important, reduced seasonality in pro

duction, and the small plants difficulty in competing with larger? more 

efficient, slaughter.facilities.

Statement of the Problem

Based solely on the difference between transportation cost from, the 

Midwest region to the Pacific Coast region, and transportation cost from 

Montana to the Pacific Coast region, Montana would appear to have an 

advantage over the Midwest as a supply source for carcass buyers on the 

West Coast. Whether or not Montana producers can increase their returns 

through vertical coordination on a rather limited scale such as that 

discussed previously depends upon the returns from selling: market hogs 

at current outlets, availability of capacity for custom slaughiring. and 

custom slaughter charges, returns from selling carcasses at points on the

^Ibid. and Roy, o£. cit.
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West Coast, and regional' differences in transportation costs for ship

ments of both products. Specifically, this study is designed to answer 

the following question:

"Can Montana pork producers increase their nei: revenue 

(total revenue less transfer costs) by using excess 

slaughter capacity for custom ,slaughtering market hogs, 

then selling the carcasses to buyers on the West Coast?"'

Objectives

The. specific objectives of this study are:

I- to identify and enumerate Federally' Inspected slaughter 

facilities in Montana;

2. to establish the existence of, characteristics of, and 

accessibility of slaughter capacity, which might be used on 

a custom basis by Montana Iiog producers ;

3. to identify and enumerate final destination points for ship

ments of market hogs and shipments of carcasses; and

4. to determine and compare the net revenue to hog producers 

from sale of market hogs and pork carcasses.

Scope

The State of Montana is defined as the area from which all product 

shipments originate. Marketing choices arc assumed to be .restricted to 

two: market hogs and carcasses.
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■ Destinations for market hogs and carcasses will be defined.' Only" 

those destinations for market hogs that currently serve as a.substantial 

outlet for Montana producers will be considered. In view of the assumed 

importance of the difference in transportation costs between the Midwest 

and the West Coast and between Montana and the West Coast in the marketing 

of c a r c a s s e s o n l y ' those destinations where Montana has a distinct advant-
-i ,

age will be selected for study.

One requirement for custom slaughtering hogs is that the facilities 

be Federally Inspected since interstate meat shipments are subject to 

Federal Inspection. The study also requires that processing capacity for 

custom slaughtering be significant and accessible.

The market period used by this study is to be one week. Structure 

and conduct in the pork meat industry would require that the entry of 

Montana pork producers into the carcass market be based upon a uniform _ 

stream of quality carcasses. This requirement sefems to impose no serious 

problem as many Montana producers currently practice year-round farrowing. 

Data used are from the calendar year 1971.

Procedure

Since location is viewed as one of the most important factors 

affecting producers' returns, an interregional model, providing for trade

in two product forms, will be formulated.

One portion of the model will provide for market hog snipments from 

production regions to final destination points. Producnion regions-
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production points will be defined from the current pattern of hog feeding 

within Montana. Supply estimates for the production points will then be 

obtained from published sources. Final destination points for market 

hogs will he classified into auction markets, packer buying stations, 

dealer points, and slaughterhouses. The number of hogs sold at each out

let will be determined. Then, two or more outlets at one.location will 

be summed to determine point demand.

The other portion of the model will provide for carcass processing 

and sale to destination points on the West Coast. Federally Inspected 

slaughterhouses will be identified and contacted to provide estimates of 

excess capacity. Requests will be for estimates of processing capacity 

and current slaughter rate. The difference, a non-negative quantity, will 

be a point estimate of excess capacity„ Point estimates of processing 

charges will also be obtained. In view of the coordination difficulty 

in obtaining full truckloads for shipments to final destination points 

for carcasses, collection and delivery routes between slaughterhouses 

will be specified and provided for in the model. Final destination 

points for carcasses will also be identified and specified for certain 

locations on the West Coast. The number of carcasses demanded at each 

point will be determined. Given market structure and conduct it will 

be necessary to specify minimum and maximum product shipments for each

destination.
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Price and product shipment cost data will be obtained from pub

lished sources. Prices will be synthesized for those locations where 

time series data is unavailable. Different modes of transportation will 

be considered and rates obtained will be used, to specify the cost of 

shipping both product forms between all possible pairs of regions.

After the results are obtained, sensitivity analysis will be made. 

Equilibrium prices for all regions will be estimated, then subtracted- 

from the actual prices to give some indication of the amount by which 

actual prices would change before selling carcasses would or would not 

become an economically viable choice. Additional sensitivity analysis 

will be made through interpretation of shadow costs and. shadow prices. 

Finally, conclusions will be made using information provided by the 

results from the model and taking into consideration the major limita

tions of the study.

t-



Chapter ii
THE MODEL

The ,Transhipment Model

The standard transportation model may be used to select the most

economical shipping routes for a single product between m surplus' regions

and n deficit regions. Order, has shown that this model' can be modified

to allow shipments to go via any sequence, of points rather than being
Irestricted between specified origins and destinations.

King and Logan have used the transhipment model to find the equilib

rium flows of beef and meat that minimize transportation and processing'
2cost. They have shown' that this model can.be used to find the optimum 

location of processing plants through consideration of economies of scale 

in processing and assembly. A three-region example of this formulation 

is presented in Table I. The matrix in Table I is divided into four sub

matrices. Submatrices.A and D provide for raw product shipments from- 

pfoductioh regions to processing regions and final product.shipments 

from processing regions to consuming regions, respectively. Submatrix B 

is hot relevant since the model precludes raw product shipments from pro

duction regions directly to consuming regions. Submatrix C provides.for

^Ai Orden, "The Transhipment Problem," Management Science, VoI. 2, 
Ne, 3, 1956.

■ ^Gordon A-, King and Samuel H. Logan, "Optimum Location, Number and ■ 
Size of Processing Plants with Raw Product and Final Product Shipments," 
journal of .Farm Economics, Vol. 46, No. 5, 1964.
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.TABLE I. THREE“REGION EXAMPLE OF TRANSHIPMENT MODEL.J 3
I

Processing Region Consuming Region
' Si •1 2  3 1 2  3

Production Regions:
A B

I Raw Product Not Raw Product
2
3 Shipments Relevant Supply

Processing Regions.-
I C D

2 Excess Final Product Processing

3 Capacity Shipments Capacity

D.
Processing Final Product

] Capacity Demand

3Vernon G. Hurt and Thomas E . Tramel, "Alternative Formulations of 
•The Transhipment Problem," Journal of Farm Economics, Vol.'47, No. 3,, 
1965.
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excess capacity. It shows the amount by w^ich optimum slaughter differs

from processing capacity in each region.

The transhipment model can be expanded to include more than one

level of processing and to allcw for production and processing of more
4than one type of final product. It can also be modified to include 

inequality constraints and can be formulated to accommodate seasonality 

in product shipments.^

Raw Produce-Final Product Spatial EquiJibrium Model 

The spatial equilibrium model differs from the transhipment model 

in that activities and linear constraints are specified to formulate a 

linear programming model. One advantage of this type of model is that 

constraints differing from those specified for the ordinary transhipment 

model may be included in the formulation. The one major disadvantage is 

that problem size is restricted to fewer regions than the number of 

regions permitted by the transhipment formulation. 4 5

4Ibid.
5
Mack N. Leath and James E . Martin, "The Transhipment Problem witn 

Inequality Constraints," Journal oi' F rn Economics, Vol. 48, Ho. 4, 
1966; Charles H . Kriebel, "Warehousing with Transhipment under Seasonal 
Demand," Journal of Regional Science, VoI. 3, No. I, 1961.
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Koopmans, Samuelson, and Fox used the spatial equilibirum model to 

solve the transportation problem.^ Schrader and King combined the spatial 

• aspects of the model with production and feeding activities to formulate

a model that was used to determine the regional location of beef cattle
7 , -feeding. Judge, Havlicek7 and Rizek used the spatial equilibrium frame

work to formulate a model that accommodates multiregion, multiproduct, 

and multiprocessing dimensions.^ A two-region example of this model is 

presented in Table II. It includes two primary products and two final

products. . and X"!". denote amounts of the final and primary products 11 i]
Jc I ^shipped from one region to another, respectively, d^, ŝ, , are demand 

for the final product k in region i, supply of the primary product I in 

region i, and capacity available in the r-th processing■plant in region i 

for transforming product I into product k, respectively. For this example

6  ■ ■ ■ •Tjalling C. Koopmans and Stanley Reiter, "A Model of Transportation,"
Activity Analysis of Production and Allocation, T . C. Koopmans (ed.), * 7
Chapter XIV; Paul A. Samuelson, "Spatial Price Equilibrium and Linear
Programming," American Economic Review, Vol. 42, pp. 283-303, 1952;
Karl A. Fox, "A Spatial Equilibrium Model of the Livestock Feed Economy
in the United States," Econometrics., Vol. 22, No. 4, 1953.

7Lee F.. Schrader and Gordon A. King, "Regional Location of Beef 
Cattle Feeding," Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 44, No. I, 1962.

^George C, Judge, J- Havlicek and R. L. Rizek, "An Interregional 
Model: Its Formulation and Application to the Livestock Industry,"
Agricultural Economics Research, Vol. 17, No. I, 1965.



TABLE II, EXAMPLE OF INTERBEGIONAL MULTIPRODUCT ACTIVITY ANALYSIS MODEL 9

Internal
Prices

Equation
Number

Flow and Production Activities
Restrictions*21 *22 *L *L *21 *22 *32 *21 *L *21

I
. U1

'
I I

<

U2 I I
(2) 2

"i I I
. <

- I I
43 „31 31 32 32 3U 1 — U -T Ct -a -a  -I II I I I I si3 „31 31 32 . 32 3

U 2 ' (3) 2 -“2 -“2 '“2 1
-I ^ z4 .41 41 42 4Z 4

U1 "“I '“I . "“I '“I _si4 „42 42 42 42 4
U 2 ”a2 2 ~a 2 ~a 2 ~ S2

. 5 „51 51 52 52 5
U1 -«1 "“I "“I ■ -si
4

(4i - f  - f •
n 6 -a61 -a61 _62 Srii. “l “l “l "al -8IC „62 62 62 62
°2 - -a2 -Ct2 -a. -a2 -s2: '„1 I I 1 2 2 2 2Cl Cl Cz . ^2 Cl Ci C, C2

+ + 4- + + + + + + + + -t*
. I I I ^l _2 2 .2 2 3 3 4 411 12 r21 t22 tIl tIZ tZl t 22 tIZ tZl tIZ cZl

Ibid.9
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i,j = 1,2 

k *= 1,2 

I «= 3,4 

t = 5,6

The simplex method can be used to determine the flow of products 

that minimizes total transfer cost or maximizes total net revenue. The 

internal prices or shadow prices can then be interpreted 'as location 

rents and inferences can be made as to what the relative profitability 

would be from expanding plant capacity in those regions where-slaughter 

capacity was completely utilized. The shadow costs can be interpreted 

as opportunity costs. They indicate how much .transportation costs or 

processing costs would have to be reduced before slaughter capacity would 

be completely utilized.

Collection and Delivery Routes

The problem under consideration here has both transportation and 

transhipment features. Selling market hogs only requires -shipments from 

production points to demand points. Selling carcasses requires shipments 

of market hogs from production points to processing points for slaughter, 

and then shipments of carcasses’ from processing points to demand points.
f

K model is sought that can accommodate both features, of the problem and 

provide comparisons between selling activities for market.hogs 

selling activities for carcasses.

and
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In addition to the above characteristics, the model to be used must 

accommodate shipments between slaughterhouses for collection of car

casses. For Montana producers to obtain full truckloads for shipment 

to the final destination the kill capacity of more than one slaughter 

plant will be necessary in many cases. This can be viewed in the context 

of the capacitated transportation problem. If delivery routes are 

defined and the collection section of each route is an exclusive area, 

activities can be used to specify collection at point.j on delivery 

route i . Positive technological coefficients in the matrix would denote 

out-shipments from slaughterhouses while negative coefficients would 

denote inrshipments to the specified delivery route. Material balance 

constraints would then be used to denote product flows from specified 

delivery routes to the final destination.^

Linear Programming Model

The general problem underlying the model formulation is assumed to 

have the following characteristics. The Montana sector of the pork 

industry is assumed to be perfectly competitive in both factor and 

product markets. In addition, demand is assumed to be perfectly elastic 

at all points of destination for market hogs and carcasses.

For a discussion of the capacitated transportation problem see 
Harvey M. Wagner, "Optimization in Networks," Principles of Operations 
Research> Chapter 6.
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Hog buyers are assumed to be indifferent between supply sources 

within Montana. The meat packing industry is, assumed to ."be perfectly 

competitive and each West Coast region meat packing plant is assumed tc 

purchase carcasses in a perfectly ccmpetitive market. Each West Coast 

region meat packing firm is assumed to be indifferent between■supply 

sources of carcasses shipped from the Midwest and supply sources of 

carcasses shipped from Montana. In additionthese firms are assumed 

to be indifferent between supply sources of carcasses within Montana.

It is assumed that there are no institutional barriers to trade 

flows between regions for.both products. All possible'pairs of produc-- 

tion points and demand points for market hogs are assumed to be separated 

by a given market price less transportation, cost. All possible pairs 

of production points and processing points are assumed to be separated 

by a transportation cost. The only costs incurred at any collection 

point are assumed.to be processing charges and stop charges for loading 

carcasses. All possible pairs of delivery routes and final destination 

points for carcasses are assumed to be separated by a given market price 

less transportation cost.

Supply of both market hogs and carcasses, demand for hogs, excess 

capacity for custom slaughtering, and demand for carcasses are assumed 

to be fixed for a given time period. In other words, non-negative
Iquantities of the raw product (market hogs) are.produced in K produc

tion regions, then shipped to (L-K) regions for sale, and/or non
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negative quantities are produced in K production regions, then shipped 

to k regions for processing into the final product (carcasses), then 

collected via one of (M-L) feasible routes for delivery to one of (N-M)

final product destinations„ Market prices are given for all possible
■■regions and transportation costs, processing charges, and stop charges 

for loading carcasses are assumed to be constant for the amount of 

product shipments. Thus, the model can be formulated in a linear pro

gramming framework.

The following mathematical notation is observed in formulating the 

linear model:

i,j = denote the regions from I, ..., k,k+l, . .., K,K+1, ...., 
L,L+1, . . . , K fM-HL, . .., N;

ij
amount of the raw product shipped between region i and 
region j ? '

Y .. = amount of the final.product shipped between region i and 
region j?

= quantity of the raw product produced in production region i;

d. = quantity of the raw product sold at demand point j ;]
R. = quantity of excess processing capacity available in region j 
■* for custom slaughtering the raw product;

D . = quantity of the final product sold at demand point j;3
= price in region j;

t.^ = transportation cost from region i to region j; 

c. = custom slaughtering charge in region j;
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Sj stop charge for loading the final product at collection point 
j ; and "

= raw product yield per unit of final product..

Using the notation specified above, the primal problem can be 

expressed mathematically as

Maximize

Z =
K
I

i=l

L
I

j=K+l (pj - I S- •!
i=l j=L+l ,cj + h ’h j

M N
+ I I (P,

i=L+l j=M+l J

subject to
L k M

(1) I X + I (X - X ) + I a Y = S, for i = I, .
j=K+l 3 j=l } 111 j=L+l

L k
(2) I X + I X = S for i = k+1, . K;

j=K+l 3 j=l 3

• • r k  }

(3) I X £  d for j = K+1, L;
i=l 3 3

■ I a Y . £  R for j = I, ..., k; 
i=L+l 31 3

I Y -  I Y £  0 for i = L+l, M;
j=M+l 3 j=l 3
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(6) I Y. .<_ D . for j = M+l, --- N; and
' i=L+l 13 3

(7) ' , Y „  >_ 0 for all i and j.
.

The primal problem is to determine the flow of raw and final products " 

that maximizes net revenue subject to constraints (I) through (7).

For i = I, k, constraint (I) specifies that out-shipments of

the raw product from region i to demand points plus out-shipments of the 

raw product from region i to other regions for slaughter less in-shipments 

of the raw product from other regions for slaughter in region i plus out- 

shipments of the final product from region i along defined delivery 

routes must equal the quantity of the raw product produced in region i

Constraint (2) is a continuation of constraint (I) for i = k+1,

..., K. It specifies that out-shipments of the raw product from region 

i to demand points plus out-shipments of the raw product from region i 

to other regions for slaughter must equal the quantity of the raw product 

produced in region'i.

Constraint (3) specifies that the amount of the raw product shipped 

from other regions to demand point j must not exceed demand at destina

tion j . 11

11The assumption is made that production and processing regions are 
synonymous for i = I, ..., k. ' This constraint also requires that all 
market hogs must either be sold or slaughtered then sold as carcasses.

v-
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Constraint (4) specifies that the amount: of the final product pro

cessed in region j for shipment'along delivery route i must not exceed 

the quantity of excess capacity available for custom slaughtering- in 

region j .

Constraint (5) is a material balance constraint for transferring 

amounts of the final product from slaughterhouses to delivery routes.

It specifies that the amount of the final product shipped from delivery 

route i to final destination points must not exceed the amount of the 

final product, collected along delivery route i.

Constraint (6) is an upper-bound constraint on demand at final desti

nation point j . It specifies that the amount of the final product, 

shipped to destination j must be less than or equal to demand.

Constraint (7) is a non-negativity constraint' on raw product and 

final product shipments.

To clearly see the structure of the model as formulated, a problem 

consisting of two production regions, two destinations for the raw pro

duct, two processing regions,. and one destination for the final product 

is presented in programming format in Table III. The equation numbers

(I) through (.6) are consistent with the constraints (I) through (6) 

in the primal problem.

Initially, total supply is assumed to be equal to total demand for 

all pairs of production regions and final destinations for the raw pro

duct. Thus, to allow product flows for processing and sale as carcasses .



TABLE III. LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU FOR SIMPLE PROBLEM

Shadow
Prices

Equation
Number X 13 X 14 X 23 X 24 X 12 X 21 =15 X 25 =56 Restrictions

U r
I I I -I a = S nI i I

.U (I) (2) I I -I i a„ = S2 2 2
U I I ' < a 03 —  3
U (3) I I <d.4 . —  4
U , a. ' <R,I I —  I(4)
U a„ <R2 2 -  2

r
U 5 (5) L -I -I I <0 ■

U -6 (G) L I 1 D 6
P ' P, P P_ PI I 2 2 6

— "h “t — "h — t — t13 14 23 24 12 21 56
- " C1 " c2

-S' -S15 25

H
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the jeir.end constraints for the raw product must he reversed from those 

specified in the ordinary transportation model or transhipment model. 

Reversing the demand constraints permits excess demand at each destina

tion for the raw product. The optimum solution obtained would thus 

define a disequilibrium situation with regard to present marketing alter

natives if sales differed significantly from point estimates of demand.

In equilibrium, prices would be higher. The amount by which they would 

be higher depends upon the elasticity of supply and demand at the indi

vidual outlet. Without estimating supply and demand functions, this 

problem remains unresolved. Although this problem exists we continue 

to assume that demand at each destination is perfectly elastic.

Product Form Choice in Spatial Analysis

Interregional product flows result from price differences that are
12greater than the amount of transfer cost between regions. A two-region 

example can be used to illustrate this principle. In Figure I, back-to- 

back supply and demand curves are given fcr each of two regions. A 

single product is assumed to be produced and consumed at a single point 

in each region. Assuming region Y is the exporting region, the supply 12

12For a discussion of interregional product flows in a linear pro
gramming framework see Paul A. Samuelson, op cit.
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amount
traded

excessexcess
demand supply

Figure I. Interregional Trade With Positive Transfer Costs.13

13Raymond G . Bressler, Jr. and Richard A. King, "Price Equilibrium in Spatially 
Separated Markets," Markets, Prices, and Interregional Trade, Chapter 5.
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and demand curves are displaced upward by the amount of the transfer 

cost from region Y to region X. .This is represented in Figure I by the 

amount t. Horizontal lines drawn through point A and point B represent 

prices that differ by an amount equal to transfer costs. In the absence 

of trade, the site-price for shipments made to region X would exceed 

the market price in region Y. Consequently, traders would engage.in 

arbitrage by transferring their supply from region Y to region X. As 

arbitrage occurs, the price in region X will decline and the price in 

region Y will increase. This process.will continue until combined 

quantity demanded equals combined quantity supplied or until excess 

demand in region X equals excess supply in region Y, In equilibirum, 

the price in region X would equal the price in region Y plus transfer 

costs from region Y to region X.

These results may be generalized to the multiregion case. Using 

the primal problem, the following Lagrangian can be formed:

L ? j (Pj " tIjlxU  £ ^tIjxU  ? P ° j  + Sj,Yij

♦ I ItrJ - V tU + " ?xij - phi - V  ' ZYij1
4 (d. - Ix.., + nV. - IajY.., ♦ O1IlY.. - Iy..,

* uj <Dj " K j '
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whore

Ilf = denotes the value of the product at supply point i, 
dUj = denotes the value of the raw product at demand point j,

= denotes the value of the product at processing point j ;

U^ = denotes the value of the product at delivery point i; and

Uj = denotes the value of the final product at demand point j .

The necessary conditions for net revenue maximization can be derived 

if the following conditions are met:

(1) net revenue is a continuous function of the amount shipped 

for both product forms,

(2) the objective function is concave, and

(3) the constraint functions are convex.

Denoting optimum values by bars and making use of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem

the necessary conditions for net revenue maximisation can be stated as
_ 14.follows:

(8) c)L/9X. . = (P. - t . .) - t. . - U ? -  U 1 + U. - U. < 0 ,i] ] 1] 13 I I I U —

OL/ax. .)X. . = ( (P. - t. .) - t . . - ijs - 5s + U? - U?)X. . = 0; 13 13 3 13 13 i i i 3 13

(9) 3L/9Y.. = - (c. + s .) + (P. - t ..) - a.U. - a . D . + U .  - U .13. I J J 1 1 3 1 ' 1 1

- 5= < 0,I —

Michael D. Intriligatof, "Linear Programming," Mathematical Opti
mization and Economic Theory, Chapter 5.
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-(SiyaYij)Y - (-(Cj + s ) + (Pj - C ij) - CiDi - SIjUj

♦ 5I - 5I - -°'
(10, 3-1/35= - S1 - Slj - Iliij - Xji) - V  I 0/

(SVSUi)Ui = ,si - f i i

-aS V 9Uj = d -

—cl ■—cl( S V 9Uj)Uj = (d. - Ix
3 i 33

„ - R  ’
9V 9Uj = Rj -

aI - 5ij,5i - 01

-d

(3l /3u .)'U. 
J 3 (R, - J 5 *3 i 3 ij 3 0;

(13) 31/35. = IY.. - Zi.. > 0,

O V a u i) Ui f i s  - f  ji)5i

(14) 3L/9U° = Dj - ^Yij I  0,

— D- D rn“ -D(9L/9UwU = (D - Iy ) U = 0.
3 3  3 i ^

Conditions (8) through (14) spell out the characteristics of the rent

system that are consistent with an efficient allocation program. The

first part of conditions (8) and (9) specify that values (rents) for

two regions can equal at. most the market price less transportation cost;

and that the values for two regions can differ at most by the transfer
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cost. The second part of these conditions specify that flows only take

portation cost; and flows only take place when values for two regions

differ by an amount equal to transfer cost: Conditions (10) through (14)

specify that values may exceed zero only if the regional net availability •

is zero. The optimality conditions spelled put by (8) through (14) can

therefore be viewed as those being consistent with the zero profit condi-
15tion of competitive equilibrium.

The conditions specified above can be restated in terms of market 

prices and transfer costs. Assume that

place when the values for two regions equal the market price.less trans

(Xb) (3l/3x X = C l  = (P. - t ) - 5S - Ud = 0, 

(16) (3X/3X.. X.. = C2) = -t.. — S “ S _u. + u. == 0/i i

(17) (8l/8y ;. Y .. = C ) = -(C. + S.) - a.U3 - + 5. = 0,ij ij 3' j ] j i j

(18) (SVSYij Yij = C4) = (Pj - t..) U - Uj = 0, and

where: .

C •= denotes the optimum amount shipped from production' 
point i to demand point j , 15

15For'a discussion of optimality conditions in a spatial equilibrium 
framework see Judgef- Havlicek and Rizek, op cit.
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Cg = denotes the optimum■amount shipped from production 
point i to processing point j ,

Cg = denotes the optimum amount collected at point j on. 
delivery route i, and

C^ = denotes the optimum amount shipped from delivery route 
i to final product destination j .

Solving equations (15) through (18) simultaneously, the following result 

is obtained:

(P. - t. .) - (C. + S.) - a.t. . a. (P. - t. .) = 5R + UD - a.Ud ] i] J J i i] I ] i] 3 J  J J

The results obtained from the two-region case are confirmed for the multi

region case. In equilibrium, assuming competitive market conditions hold, 

the rent differential would equal zero and the site-price for shipments 

made to final product destination j would equal the site-price for ship

ments made to raw product destination j „ If the rent differential is 

positive, shipments will be made to final product destination j . If the 

rent differential is negative, shipments will be made to raw product 

destination j .

These results show that the model as formulated provides a compari

son between selling activities for market hogs and selling activities 

for carcasses. Selling carcasses is feasible provided that the site- 

price for shipments made to final destination j exceeds the site-price 

for shipments' made to raw product destination j .

The conditions (8) through (14) can be reformulated to define the 

dual problem. The dual .is expressed in mathematical format as ■
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Minimize

W = h Si + + ZUjRj * ZujDj
. .

subject to

(20) s • dUt f U_. 2. Ehj for i = I, --- K; j = L+l, .. . , M ;

(21) Us - Us > -t.. for i = I, --- K; j = I, ..D D ., k;z.

(22) a.U3 + a.UR - U. > - (C. + S .) for i,j = I,' I i ] ] i. ] ]
i = L+l,

..., k; 

* . . , M }

(23) U . + UD >_ P . . for i = L+l, ..., M; j = M+l,2- j . 13
..., N ; and

(24) US , u9, UR , U., U? ^  0 for all i and j. 
1. 3 3 1 ■ 3

One well-known result of any linear optimization problem is that the 

optimum solution to the dual equals the optimum solution to the primal. 

This follows from the duality theorem in linear programming. The opti

mum solution to the dual thus defines the zero profit condition of compe 

titive equilibrium. Once the optimum solution to the primal problem is 

obtained, the dual can be used to estimate the equilibrium prices 

assuming inelastic demand at all points. Then" the prices used to .obtain 

the partial equilibrium solution can be compared with the equilibrium
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prices to determine how much prices would have to be increased or
16decreased before equilibrium was.restored.

Assuming perfectly competitive market conditionsr the .feasibility 

conditions outlined above would■only exist in the short-run. In the 

long-run the rent, differentials for all activities would equal zero.

Where the rents would accrue depends upon which resource is regarded as 

the specialized fixed factor in the marketing system. Although produc

tion may be viewed as a specialized fixed-factor, some producers, seeing 

the large profits made by other firms, would compete for this activity 

until the rent differential was equal to zero. Although custom slaugh

tering may be viewed as a specialized fixed factor, there may exist an 

incentive for slaughterhouses to devote slaughter capacity presently 

used in other activities to custom slaughtering. In addition, non- 

Federally Inspected facilities could take the necessary steps to become 

Federally Inspected. Carcass buyers could also be viewed as the spec

ialized fixed factor. However, as long as they obtain carcasses at a 

cost less than or equal to the cost of obtaining carcasses from other 

sources, potential competition by other buyers or arbitrators would exist.

16Robert Dorfman, Paul A. Samuelson and Robert M. Solow, "The ■ 
Transportation Problem," Linear Programming and Economic Analysis,
Chapter 5.
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It cannot be concluded which resource would' be the specialized fixed

factor since this static analysis does not accommodate the dynamics of

the.situation. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the distributive

shares to the different resources are determined by the functional frame-'

work outlined above and in equilibrium,, assuming competitive market cdn-
17ditions hold, long-run profit would equal zero.

Since the model is formulated from the viewpoint of all producers, 

the - conclusion above, may not apply to individual producers. Individual' ■ 

producers may increase their returns from selling carcasses because this 

type of marketing system provides for specification buying on weight and 

grade as opposed to the present marketing system which does not. .Conse

quently, individual returns could be augmented although it cannot be 

inferred from the solution to this problem.

17For a discussion of differential cost conditions and rents see 
J,gmes M. Henderson and Richard E . Quandt, "Market Equilibrium1," Micro- 
economic Theory, Chapter 4.



CHAPTER III
BASIC DATA

The model specified,in Chapter I I .requires - the following data; ■

(1) production points and supply data;
• I

(2) processing points and point estimates of excess capacity and 

slaughter charges; •

(3) final destination points for market hogs and carcasses and 

point estimates of■demand for all destinations;

(4) prices at all destinations for market hogs and carcasses;

(5) transportation costs for transfer of market hogs between all 

pairs of production points and final destination points, and

(6) transportation and stop charges for transfer of carcasses 

between all pairs of processing points and final destination 

points.

Production Regions

Market hogs are produced in all 56 counties of Montana. Production 

is not Uniformly distributed across the state, but is concentrated in 

specific localities. The linear program used is restricted to 1,000 

activities. Given the number of selling and slaughter activities an 

upper limit on the number of production points is placed at 30. The 30 

poiucs used were defined with the assistance of the Swine Production

Specialist, bounty Agricultural Extension Agents, and hog producers.
i

The 30 production regions and points are shown in Figure 2. Each defined 

point is the locality of most concentrated hog production within the
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Fiqure 2. Production Regions.*

•Source: Swine Production Specialist, County Agricultural Extension Agents, and hog producers.
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region. The total supply at each production point is the sum of the 
supply from each county within the production region.

Hog supply by county for 1971 was estimated from' 1969 data. The 

manner in which the estimates were obtained is as follows:

(1) Feeder pigs from each county were subtracted from the number

of hogs sold from each county. This was done to avoid double
Icounting of sales;

(2) Market hog sales by county as a percentage of total market 

hog sales for 1969 were estimated;

(3) These percentages were multiplied by total Montana hog produc-
2tion for 1971 to determine supply by county; and

(4) County supply estimates were divided by 50 to obtain the 

average number of market hogs sold per week. Amount sold from 

each county was then expressed in hundredweight by multiplying
3each estimate by a factor equal to 2.35.

The estimates of market hog supply at each production point are 

presented in Table IV. * 2

XNo attempt was made to separate boar and sow sales from the total 
because the amount of breeding stock sold for replacement is usually small 
in relation to the scale of production.

2The assumption is made that each county's percentage of the total 
remained the same between 1969 and 1971.

^The average weight of market hogs sold in Montana, 235 pounds, was 
obtained from survey data.
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TABLE IV. PRODUCTION POINTS AND POINT ESTIMATES OJ:' MARKET HOG SUPPLY. *

' Constraint 
Number

Production
Point Counties

Average Amount 
Produced per 

Week (cwt.)

I Dillon Beaverhead, Deer Lodge, 
Silverhow

371

2- Hardin Big Horn 7.00
3 ■ Great Falls Cascade 242
4 ■ Glendive Dawson, Wibaux 277
5 Lewistown Fergus, Petroleum 1,636
6 Kalispell Flathead, Lincoln 987
7 Bozeman Gallatin, Park 1,310
8 Havre ■Hill, Liberty 665
9 Choteau Teton, Pondera 983

10 Shelby Toole, Glacier ■ 604
11 Chinbox Blaine 597
12 Roberts Carbon 606
13 Ft. Benton Chouteau 428
14 Miles City Custer, Powder River, 

Prairie .
437

15 Madoc Daniels, Sheridan 818
16 Dear Lodge Powell, Lewis & Clark 360
17 Plevna Fallon, Carter 350

. 18 Ronan Lake, Sanders, Mineral, 
Missoula

529

19 White Sulphur 
Springs '

Meagher, Broadwater 738

20 ■ Malta . Phillips . 564
21 Hamilton Ravalli , Granite 458
22 Sidney Richland, McCone 583
23 Poplar Roosevelt 522
24 Sand Springs Garfield, Rosebud 320
25 Columbus Stillwater, Golden Valley 837
26 Big Timber Sweet Grass 404
27 . Hinsdale Valley 569
28 . Shawmut Wheatland, Judith Basin 606
29 Ballantine Yellowstone, Musselshell, 

Treasure
616

30
Total

Twin Bridges Madison, Jefferson 488 
■ 18,605

*Source: U . 'S . Department of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics 
Administration, Bureau of the Census, 1969 Census of Agri
culture: Montana, Sec. 2, County Data, May, 1972.
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Processing Regions

Slaughterhouses were first identified as Federally Inspected. They 

were further classified according to their willingness to provide custom 

slaughtering services for Montana producers. Point estimates, of excess 

capacity and custom slaughtering charges were then obtained .through per

sonal interviews from,those willing to participate.

One procedure for estimating excess capacity is to first determine

slaughter capacity by multiplying the hourly slaughter rate by the total

number of hours that can be worked, given the existing labor force. Then,

determine the actual number of hours worked and multiply times the hourly
4rate to estimate actual slaughter. The difference between the two is 

a point estimate of excess capacity

In view of the nature of the plants surveyed, additional charac

teristics were considered before outlining a procedure for obtaining 

estimates of excess capacity. One characteristic of Montana slaughter

houses is that they are small. Thus, activities are usually not speci

alized but are diversified in both pork and beef slaughter. Another

Actual number of hours worked can be determined on a monthly basis 
to account for seasonality in slaughter.

^R. L. Rizek, G. G. Judge and J. Havlicek, "Spatial Structure of the 
Livestock Economy: III.- Joint Spatial Analysis of Regional Slaughter
and the Flows and Pricing of Livestock and Meat, South Dakota Agr. Expt- 
Sta. Bui. 522, Brookings, October, 1965.
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characteristic is that only a few days.out of the week are devoted to 

slaughter while the remaining days are.devoted to cutting meat. Conse

quently, estimates of storage capacity.and slaughter capacity may differ. 

In view of these characteristics, the manner in which the estimates were 

obtained is as follows:

(1) number of days per week devoted to slaughter, given the 

existing plant size and labor force;

(2) number of hogs that could be slaughtered or stored as carcasses 

per day less average amount of non-pork slaughter or storage 

per day;

(3) average number of hogs slaughtered per day; and .

(4) difference between (2) and (3) multiplied by (I) is then 

a point estimate of average weekly excess capacity.

In total, 28 Federally Inspected slaughterhouses were identified.^

Of the 28, only 14 expressed an interest in custom slaughtering carcasses 

for Montana producers. Significant excess capacity was found to exist 

in 11 of the 14 firms. Although three of the firms were excluded from 

analysis on this basis, additional consideration should be given to them 

if the results indicate producers may gain from selling carcasses. If 

the imputed value of slaughter in that region exceeds returns from other

^State of Montana, Department of Livestock, Animal Health Division, 
"1972 Licensed Slaughterhouses."
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activities an incentive for slaughterhouses to devote additional slaugh

ter capacity for custom slaughtering exists.

Point estimates of excess capacity for the 11 firms are shown in 

Table V. Two slaughterhouses are located at one locality. Thus, the 

estimates of excess capacity for these plants were combined. For nine 

films, storage capacity was synonymous with slaughter capacity. However, 

for two firms,' slaughter capacity was found to be less than storage 

capacity, because additional labor and/or a full-time inea-t inspector 

would have to be hired to completely utilize storage. For these two 

firms, slaughter capacity was viewed as the constraint determining total 

capacity.

Point estimates of slaughtering charges were obtained concurrently 

with estimates of excess capacity. Although consideration was given, to 

estimation of short-run average cost functions, no effort was expended 

on this endeavor. The slaughter facilities are not producer-owned. 

Consequently, the profit-maximizing rates and minimum cost rates may 

differ. Instead, the quoted custom slaughtering rates were obtained for 

use as point estimates of slaughter charges. These charges are expressed 

in dollars per carcass hundredweight and are shown for each processing 

region in Table V.

Final Destination Points for Market Hogs

Outlets for market hogs are generally classified into auction 

marketsj packer buying stations, and dealer points. Auction markets
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TABLE V. PROCESSING REGIONS AND ESTIMATES OF EXCESS SLAUGHTER 
CAPACITY AND CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING CHARGES.*

.Average Weekly
Constraint Processing Excess Capacity , Processing Charge

Number______ • Region______(cwt.)______________________ ($/carcass cwt.)

49 Dillon 188 3.03
50 Hardin 140 3.64
51 Great Falls 940 3.03
52 Glendive 235 3.03
53 Lewistown 176 3.03
54 Kalispell 200 ' 3.64
55 Bozeman . 118 4.55
56 Havre 353 3.03
57 Choteau 353 2.42
58 Shelby 106 3.03

^Source: Information obtained through personal interviews with
slaughterhouse managers.
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provide marketing services for livestock producers. The cost of main

taining auction markets is covered by service fees and marketing margins. 

Packer buying stations and country dealer points are established by 

parent organizations'. These organizations sort and assemble truckloads 

of uniform classes of hogs from specified locations for shipment directly 

to the packer. Their earnings are obtained, from a price spread— the

difference between the prices received from the packers and the cost of
7the hogs, the prices paid to the producers.

The'type of organizations described above are prevalent in most 

major producing areas within Montana. In addition, some market hogs are 

sold directly to slaughterhouses. There are numerous small slaughter

houses in Montana that engage in both pork and beef slaughter. Their 

procurement practices are generally restricted to at-plant purchases and 

purchases at auctions. Volume is usually so small as to preclude estab

lishment of country buying points.-

Fourteen auction markets, 6 packer buying stations, 13 order buyers
Q

and hog dealers, and 28 slaughterhouses were identified.

nEmer E . Broadbent and Steve R. Perkinson, "Operational,Efficiency 
of Illinois Country Hog Markets," Illinois Agr. Expt. Sta. Bui. HO, 
Champaign-Urbana, May, 1.971.

QMontana Auction Market Association; State of Montana,' Department 
of Livestock, Animal Health Division, "1972 Licensed Slaughterhouses;" 
State of Montana, Montana Livestock Commission,'"Licensed and Bonded 
Livestock Dealers," October, 1971. : l'
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Total hog sales at auction markets.were obtained on a monthly basis 

between January 1971 and December 1971. The toual number at each outlet
9included feeder and weaner pig sales. So the number of feeder and 

weaner pigs sold at each outlet was subtracted from the total number to 

determine market hog sales during 1971. "̂0

Six packer buying stations, owned and operated by one meat packing 

plant, were identified. Market hog purchases were enumerated on a monthly 

basis. Purchases made at adjacent auction markets and from hog dealers 

were recorded in other categories to avoid double-counting.

Purchase data from six order buyers and hog dealers were obtained 

on an annual basis. Market hog purchases were separated from feeder and 

weaner pig purchases. Then market hog purchased were classified into 

direct and indirect purchases. In addition, the final destinations of 

shipment were identified so that double-counting could be avoided.

Information from 19 slaughterhouses on market hog purchases was 

obtained concurrently with information on excess capacity. Data obtained 

were purchases made directly from Montana producers.

After these numbers were obtained, the outlets were identified by 

locations to determine the number of destination points for market hogs 9 *

9Some auctions classified both as feeder pigs, while others 
separated the two.

~^The assumption is made that feeder and weaner pigs were sold at, 
designated market hog destinations during 1971 and that sales were 
uniform throughout the year.
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sold at each point. There were 2 5 .destinations with total sales of 

411,500 market hogs. This total'■ exceeded estimated production by 11,500. 

To adjust total "sales to total production, each point's relative percent

age of the total was estimated, then.multiplied by 11,500, and subtracted 

from the total. Next, these totals were divided by 50' and multiplied by 

a factor of 2.35 to determine the average cwt. of market hogs sold at 

each destination per week during 1971. Seven of the destinations were 

significantly small in relation to the other points. Thus, each point 

was eliminated and market hog sales were subtracted from the amount of 

hog supply at the coinciding or nearest production point. The remaining 

18 destinations for market hogs are presented in Table VI.

Market Hog Prices

Point estimates of market hog prices on grades 1-4 were obtained
12from time series data for 5 of the 18 destinations. The average 

monthly price at each destination was estimated, then an average of the 

monthly prices was computed. Time series data on prices for the remaining 

13 points weie not available. Thus, point estimates of market prices for 

these destinations had to be made. * 12

^ T h e  assumption is made that sales occur uniformly throughout the
year.

12Time series data on prices was only complete for April, May,
June, July, August, October, November, and December of 1972,
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TABLE VI.. FINAL DESTINATION POINTS FOR MARKET HOGS AND POINT ESTIMATES 
OF DEMAND AND MARKET HOG PRICES.* *

Constraint Raw Product Average Amount Average Market
Number______ Destination_____ Sold Per Week (cwt.) Price ($/cwt.)

31 Billings 6,413 26.00
32 Sidney 1,496 26.00
33 Glasgow 1,419 26.20.,
34 Wolf Point 280 25.90=
35 Baker 625 -25.90a
36 Glendive 141 25.70*
37 Missoula 411 , 25.40*
38 Bozeman 195 25,60*
39 Great Falls 461 25.50*
40 Hamilton 179 25.20*
41 Shelby 543 25.40*
42 Butte 531 26.30
43 Kalispell 1,079 27,70
44 Havre 1,685 75.60*
45 Manhattan 804 25.70*
46 Conrad 423 25.50*
47 Lewistown 1,807 25.70*
48 Hardin 113 25.80*

Total 18,605

^Synthesized price data using Billings as a.base.

*Source: Information obtained through personal interviews with hog
buyers and Earl Peace, Swine Production Specialist.
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Billings is significantly large in relation to the' other.destina

tions. In addition, one buyer at Billings purchases a substantial number 

of hogs at other defined points. This would tend to suggest that prices 

at the other destinations are derived.relative to the Billings price. 

Since no information has been provided to indicate the contrary, it is- 

assumed that the price at each destination is competitive with the price 

at Billings.

Using notation similar' to that for the model in Chapter II, a trans

portation model that provides for shipment of market hogs- between all 

pairs of production points and demand points was formulated. The primal 

problem is stated mathematically as:

Minimize

I' I S ,%
i=l j=k+l ij ‘ij

subject to 

L .
- I x I 1  > -Si- for i = I' 

j=k+l 3 -

K
I X > d for j = K+l, 

i=l 3 3

, K;

, L ; and

X. , > 0 for all i and j. 13 -  -
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The optimum solution to the primal describes that pattern of raw product 

shipments that minimizes total transportauior cost. The first constraint, 

specifies that out-shipments of the' raw product from region i must not 

exceed the quantity of the raw product/produced in region i. The second 

constraint specifies that•in-shipments of the raw product at destination 

j must be greater than or equal to demand in region j . The third con^ 

straint specifies that only non-negative shipments are permitted.

Together the constraints require that quantity supplied equal quantity 

demanded for all pairs of production regions and destinations for the- 

raw product.

The dual of the transportation model is:"-

Maximize 

K
- I U=S + I U d  
i=l j=k+l 3 3

subject- to

-uf + U^ < t. . for i = I, ..., K; j-K+1, i ] —  i]

s (2U .r U- > 0 for all i and j. I I -

, L ; and

The optimum solution of the dual describes the. pricing and allocation 

system that maximizes returns to each source (supplier). The first
Iconstraint specifies that the values (rents) for two regions must differ



Theby an amount less than or equal- to transportation cost per unit, 

second constraint specifies that, all .rents' must be non-negative.

In equilibrium, the competitive margin or boundary between destina

tion j and destination k for production.region i would occur where the 

difference in market prices' is equal to the difference in transportation 

cost between region i and.region k and transportation cost between 

region i and region j , or in terms of the dual,

(1) -U1 + U. - ty,

(2) -u1 + uk = t ik;

t. . - U. + U. = t by substitution of (I) into .(2) or, i] ] k ik

|3) ° k ° j ' h k  - v

Since (3) is one equation in two unknowns, destination j can be selected 

as the base region and the price at destination j , Ih , can be used to 

estimate the competitive price at destination k, U^.

This procedure was used to estimate prices for the remaining 13 

destinations, using Billings as the base region. Price data for all • 

destinations are presented in Table VI.

For a discussion of this procedure see Robert Dorfman, Paul A. 
Samuelson and Robert M. Solow, "The Transportation Problem," Linear 
Programming and Economic Analysis, Chapter 5.-
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Final Destination Points for Carcasses 

An open market for pork carcasses does not exist. Transactions, 

therefore, require that buyers and sellers search out each other. 

Potential buyers of Montana produced carcasses we%e identified in 

Washington, Oregon, and Northern California.^4 Of the 11 firms con

tacted, only 4 expressed an interest in purchasing carcasses from Montana 

producers. The other seven firms did not desire to buy carcasses from 

Montana suppliers either because they already had a steady supply source 

or were buying pork meat cuts instead.

The four potential buyers are located in the Seattle-Portland areas. 

Requirements were for steady supplies of uniform, lean-type carcasses. 

Minimum and maximum constraints on final product shipments were specified 

as 400 cwt. and 3,600 cwt. Although grade is a factor of considerable 

importance in the sale of carcasses, all carcasses were assumed to be an 

■average on grades 1-4. Unavailable data and the spatial aspects of the 

model preclude consideration of this feature.

One consequence of the pork carcass market structure is the lack of 

published carcass prices. Although published prices do not exist it was

Information for identification was obtained from the Western'
Meat Packers Association, San Francisco, California, and rhe Oregon Meat 
Council, Portland, Oregon.
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learned through buyer interviews that traders in pork carcasses.adhere'
15closely to a basing-point price system.■ The base price for.buyers and 

sellers is determined by a cross-section of prices at Midwetit live hog 

markets and then a formula is used to determine the price of the type.of 

product. Each price is then adjusted to include product shipment costs.* 16 

The delivered price in region j on the West Coast is:

P. = KP. + t . .] i

where:
= delivered price in region j on the West Coast;

= market hog price in region i in the Midwest;

t „  = transportation cost from region i to region j a n d

K = raw product (market hog) yield per unit of final 
product (carcass).

This formula is used to determine the delivered carcass price in the 

Seattle-Portland region on the Pacific-West Coast. Assuming a steady

The particular reasons for using a basing-point price system are 
not discussed here. For a discussion of the basing-point price system 
see Edgar M. Hoover, "Transfer Costs and Industry Patterns," The Loca
tion of Economic Activity, pp. 47-66; and George J. S t i g l e r "A Theory 
of Delivered Price Systems," American Economic Review, Vol. 41, pp. 1143- 
1157, December, 1947.

16Sellers and buyers use price quotations from the National 
Provisioner to establish a base price.
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and uniform supply of carcasses, this price will define the indifference 

point between buying from Montana suppliers and Midwest suppliers., It 

might be noted that the formula implies that the value of the by-products 

is greater than or equal to the cost o f •slaughter. This implication has
z

been substantiated in processor interviews.

Time series data on prices at one major Midwest market were obtained

for the same period of time as prices for market hog destinations in 
17Montana. The average dressing percentage was estimated to be 0.70 

and the transportation rate from Omaha to Seattle-Portland was estimated, 

to be $3.14/cwt."1"8 The average live hog price ($23.00/cwt.) was then 

multiplied by the reciprocal of the dressing percentage (1.43) and then 

added to the transportation rate to obtain an estimate of the delivered 

carcass price in the Seattle-Portland area ($43.20/cwt-).'

Transportation Costs

Freight rates for market- hog transfers were obtained for product 

shipments between production regions and destinations for market hogs;

So that a transportation cost could be determined, the .major 
Midwest supply source of carcasses was assumed to be located at Omaha, 
Nebraska.

18 'The dressing percentage was determined on the basis of the type of
carcass desired from information provided by carcass buyers’ in the
Seattle-Portland area. Transportation rate Was estimated from quotations
obtained from Rocky Mountain Motor Tariff Bureau Inc., Tariff- 321-A.
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'and for product shipments.between production regions and processing 

regions (i^j).

Considerations of alternative modes of transportation led t o "the
' I9 ’selection of five truck sizes. The smallest truck was assumed to be

owned by farm operators. Maximum capacity was estimated to be 70.5 cwt

or approximately 30 market hogs. Total, cost per mile was estimated as 
20 ,follows:

TC = F  + V  + T m m m r

where: -
TC = total cost per mile; m
Fm = fixed cost per mile;

V = variable cost per mile;.and m
T = transfer cost per trip, r ■

»■Jt was assumed that.the small farm trucks were primarily used for other 

farm activities. Thus, fixed costs per mile were assumed to be zero. 

Variable costs were estimated as follows:

19Since very few hogs are shipped by rail,' railroads as a form of 
transportation were not considered.

20This procedure was outlined by George St. George and Charles M. 
Rust., "Grain Trucking. Costs for Montana, " Mont. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. 
638, Montana State University, Bozeman, March, 1970. ; _ .
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V = '.P + L + W + S + O m

where:
P = fuel cost.per mile;

L = labor cost'per mile;

W = tire costper mile;

3 = maintenance cost per mile; and 

O = miscellaneous cost per mile.

21Variable cost per mile was estimated to be $0.23415.

Transfer costs for loading and unloading market hogs were estimated 

as follows:

<Tl  + T0 JKh

where:
= total cost of loading' and unloading per trip; 

T^ = total loading time;

T^ = total unloading time; and 

= average wage.rate per hour.

Data for estimating variable cost per mile were obtained from 
Michael D . Copeland, "An Efficient Organization of the Montana Wheat 
Marketing Systems," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1972.



T and T were estimated to be 15 and 10 minutes, respectively. The

T was then estimated to raverage wage rate was assumed to ..be $2.00. 

be $0.83. Transfer cost and variable cost per mile were then combined 

and divided by the truck capacity to express the measure in $/cwt. Total 

cost per cwt. for different distances was then estimated as follows:

TC/cwt. = 0.012 + Oo 00332d 

where:
TC/cwt. = total cost per cwt.; and 

d = found trip distance in miles.

' 2 3Freight rates were also obtained for the following truck sizes.

(1) 140 - 239.99 cwt.;

(2) 240 - 309.99 cwt.;

(3) 310 - 389.99 cwt.; and

(4) 390 cwt. and over.

The rates for all five truck sizes were then used to specify costs 

for all pairs of regions. For all pairs of production regions and

No.

22
23

I,

Ibid.

Montana Livestock Tariff Bureau, 
December 29, 1971.

Livestock Tariff N o . I, MRC,
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destinations for market hogs, truck sizes were selected .on the assump

tion that the amount shipped would be a minimum of (S.,d .) . .Then the1 3
appropriate cost was selected, as a function of the distance in mileage. 

Transportation cost data for all pairs of production regions and destina

tions for market hogs are presented in Table VII. For all pairs of 

production regions and processing regions (irj), truck sizes were selec

ted on the assumption that the amount shipped would be equal to avail

able supply in the exporting region. A matrix showing costs for trans

fer of market hogs between production regions and processing regions 

is presented in Table VIII.

Transportation costs for shipment of carcasses between all proces

sing points and the final destination were o b t a i n e d . T h e  rates obtained 

were based on 21,000 pounds minimum shipment of fresh meat, wrapped or 

loose. In view of information provided by West Coast carcass buyers and 

trucking firms, the rates were multiplied by a factor equal to 21/38 - 

0.55 on the assumption that Montana producers could obtain rates applying 

on 38,000 pounds minimum shipment. The estimated rates using this pro

cedure appeared to closely approximate those that are actually being 

obtained. The rates for all pairs of processing points and the final

"Rocky Mountain Motor Tariff Bureau, Inc., Tariff 327-A.24



TABLE VII. TRANSPORTATION COST DATA FOR Al,L PAIRS OF PRODUCTION REGIONS AND DESTINATIONS 
FOR MARKET HOGS, DOLLARS/CWT.

Destinations
Production Wolf

Points Billinas Sidnev Glasaow Point. Baker Glendive Missoula Bozeman Great Falls

Dillon 0.9 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.4 0.6' 0.5 0,7
Hardin 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.7 '0.9 ' 0.7 0.7
Great Falls 6.7 1.2 0.8 . 1.0 1.2 1.2 0.6 0.7 0.0
Glendive 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.0 1.5 1.2 1.1
Lewistown 0.4 0.7 0.5 O.S 0.7 0.9 0.7 . 0.6 0.3
Kalispell 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.8 0.4 1.1' 0.6
Bozeinan 0.4 1.0 ■ 0.7 1.2 0.9 1.2 0.5 0.0 0.5 ,
Havre 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.3
Choteau 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.2. ■ 1.0 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.2
Shelby 0.7 0.9 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.6 0.8 0.3
Chinook 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.6 '0.9 1.0 0.7 1.1 0.4
Roberts 0.2 . 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.7 0.9 • 0.9 0.6 0.7
Ft. Benton 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.9 . 1.2 0.5 0.8 0.2
Miles City 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 . 0.8
Madoc 0.8 ■ 0.4 ■ 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 1.2 1.4 0.9
Deer Lodge 0.8 1.4 ■ 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.3 0.5 0.5
Plevna 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.4 1.4 1.2 1.2
Ronan 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.3 1.7 0.2 0.9 0.6
White Sulphur
Springs 0.4 O.S 0.8 1.1 . 0.9 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.3

Malta 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.5
Hamilton . . 0.9 1.3 1.1 • 1.6 1.3 '1.7 0.2 .' 0..8 0.6
Sidney 0.7 0.0 0.4' 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.2 1.3 ,0.9
Poplar 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.2 1.3, 0.6
Sand Springs ,0.6 ' .0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.6
COlumbus 0.2 0.7 0.8 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.6
Big Timber 0.3 0.8 0.7 1.1 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.3 0-5
Hinsdale 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.4 • 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.2 . 0.6' • , ■
Shawmut 0.3 0.8 0.7 1,0 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.4
Ballantine 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.8 ' 0.'9 0.6 0i 6
Twin Bridges 0.6 1.0 1,0 1.4 1.0 1.3 0.4 ' 0.4 0.5 .

(table continued)



. TABLE VII. (continued)

Production
Points

____________________ Destinations ________
Hamilton Shelby Butte Kalispell Havre Manhattan Conrad, Lewistown Hardin

Dillon 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.3
Hardin 1.3 0.9 0.7 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.0
Great Falls 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.5 Ifl 0.3 0.5 1.2
Glendive 1.7 1.2 1.3- 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.2 0.B 0.9
Lewistown 1.1 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 - 0.0 0.8
Kalispell 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.8 1.8
Bozeman 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.9
Havre 1.1 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.9 0.4 0.5 1.3
Choteau 0.8 • 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.4 1.3
Shelby 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.3 1-4
Chinook 1.1. 0.4 0.7 0.7 Oil 0.7 0.4 0.4 . 1.2
Roberts 1.1 0.9 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.5
Ft. Benton 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 1.2
Miles City 1.5 0.9 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.6
Madoc 1.8 0.9 1.2 1.2 0.7 1.1 0.9 0.7 1.4
Deer Lodge 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.3
Plevna 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.7 1.1 1.1 . 1.3 ' 0.8 0.9
Ronan . 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.8 '0.8 0.6 0.9 1.6
White Sulphur
Springs 0.8 • 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.9

Malta 1.3 0.5 1.0 0.8 • 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.4 f.l
Hamilton 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.6 ■ 0.8 . 1.6
Sidney 1.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 ■ 0.7 1.0 1.0 . 0.7 1.1
•Poplar 1.6 0.8 ' 1.1 1.1 0.6 1.0 . 0.8 0.7 1.3
Sand Springs 1.3 0.9 1.0 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 . 0 -. 4 • 1.0
Columbus 1.1 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.7 ; 0.4 . .0.7 ' . 0.4 ■ -Of 5
Big Timber 1.0 • 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.6
Hinsdale 1.4 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.5 1.4
Shawmut 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.6.
Ballantine 1.2 0.8 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5
Twin Bridges 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.6 1.2



TABLE VIII. TRANSPORTATION COST DATA FOR ALL PAIRS OF PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING 
REGIONS, DOLLARS/CWT.

_______________________________Processing Regions
Production Great

Points Dillon Hardin Falls Glendive Lewistown Kalispell Bozeman Havre Choteau Shelby

Dillon 0.0 0.9 0.7 1.3 0.8 . 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.9
Hardin 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9
Great Falls 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.1 0.5 0.8 ■ • 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.4
Glendive 1.4 0.6 1.1 0.0 0.8 1.6 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2
Lewistown 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.8. 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5
Kalispell 0.7 1.1 0.6 1.3 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4
Bozeman 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.7 0.5 0.7
Havre 0.8 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.4 0.3 .
Choteau 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.3 .
Shelby 0.7 0.8 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.0
Chinook 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.1 0.5 0.4,
Roberts 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9
Ft. Benton 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.9
Miles City 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.6 1.2* 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9
Madoc 1.1 0.8 0.9 0.4 0.7 1.2 1.1 0.7 1.0 0.9
Deer lodge 0.4 0.9' 0:5 1.3 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.7
Plevna 1.3 0.6 1.2 0.3 0.8 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.3 0.6
Ronan 0.6 1.0 0.6 1:3 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.7
White Sulphur 
Springs 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.5 -

Malta 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.5
Hamilton 0.4 0.7 0.6 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.7
Sidney 1.2 , 0.6 0.9 ■ 0.2 ' 1.1 1.3 1.0 0.7 -1.1 0.9
Poplar 1.2 0.8 0.6 ■ 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.9 • 0.8
Sand Springs 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 1.2 0.8 0.-8 0.8 0.9 '
Columbus 0.6 ' 0.3 0.6 0.7 O'. 4 1.0 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7
Big Timber 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.7
Hinsdale 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.7 ■ 0.6
Shawmut 0.6 ■ 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.6
Ballantine 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.6 ' 1.1 0.4 0.7 0.7. 0.8
Twin Bridges 0.1 ■ 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.6 ' 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.7
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destination are presented in Table IX. The stop charge for loading
25•carcasses was estimated to be $35.42. In addition to labor.costs, 

this charge covers additional transportation costs incurred from off- 

route collection west of the initial point of delivery.

25Information provided by one trucking firm authorized by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission to transport meat products from points 
within Montana to specified points on the Pacific West Coast.
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TABLE IX. TRANSPORTATION RATES BETWEEN ALL PAIRS OF PROCESSING 
POINTS AND THE FINAL DESTINATION FOR CARCASSES.

Transportation Rate
Delivery Point______ Final Destination_________ ($/cwt.)______

Dillon Seattle-Portland 2.01 
Hardin " 2.27 
Great Falls " 1.94 
Glendive " 2.46 
Lewistown " 2.13 
Bozeman " I.SO 
Havre " 2.48 
Choteau " 2.37 
Shelby " 2.30 
Kalispell " 1.69



COLLECTION, DELIVERY, AND ..RAW PRODUCT-FINAL 
PRODUCT SHIPMENTS

CHAPTER IV

Collection'and Delivery'Routes

Usually, it can be assumed that the outputs of individual firms are 

large- in relation to the available capacities of transportation units so 

that minimum product shipment costs pan be specified for shipment between 

regions. For this problem, though, this assumption is weakened. To 

obtain full truckloads of carcasses, shipments must- be organized in 

■collection and delivery routes.

Theoretically, all processing points could serve as both delivery 

and collection points. However, if all such points were included in the 

model, the problem could not be solved since route duplications would 

exist. Since it is practically impossible to solve the problem for each 

combination of delivery and collection points, an alternative method of
Isolution must be used.

Assuming order is important, the number of permutations of k ele
ments from a set with n elements would be:

3Vk n!
(n - k) !

If k can range from 0 to n the total number would be:

P k I
k=0

n!
(n - k) !

For a discussion of permutations and combinations [see Guillermo Owen, 
"Sets, Permutations, and Combinations," Finite Mathematics, Chapter IV.
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One way.of solving the route duplication problem would.be to use 

mixed-integer programming. Variables designating shipments'of carcasses 

from delivery points to the final destination would only be permitted to 

take on the discrete values 0, I, 2, ... A set of constraints incorpo- 

rating alternative batch sizes would take the following form:

|Yij -

Kj - Khj

-K3 + Khji o
K3 - ̂jhj '0

for i = L+l, ... , M

for i = L+l, . .., 'M.

where:

ij amount of the final product collected at point i 
on delivery route j;

= discrete variable representing the amount of the 
final product shipped from delivery route i to 
final destination j ; and

L.,U. = lower- and upper-bound constraints on production 
1 1 shipments from delivery route i.
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These constraints insure for Z .. = 0 ,  f. . > 0 is not permitted. For

Z.. - I, 2, Y.. > 0 is permitted, provided )Y,. > L 1Z .. and
i] i] % i] —  I ij_ 2}Y .. < U .Z ... Tha method outlined above would provide a solution to rha ^ ij -  i IJ

problem encountered. However, an algorithm could not be found to 

accommodate the dimensions of the problem. Consequently, alternacive 

sets of delivery routes were selected. Then the problem was solved for 

each set of delivery routes to determine the partem of col lection and 

delivery that maximized total net revenue.

Several of the delivery routes can be eliminated. Elimination is 

based on characteristics that greatly increase transportation and/or 

collection costs. These would include:

(1) deliveries that require collection of carcasses at points 
east of the initial point of delivery;

(2) deliveries that include a large number of collection points; and

(3) deliveries that require north-south traversing of the state. 

Although the list is not exhaustive, one of the sets of delivery

routes presented in Table X would appear to be the one most likely to 

maximize total net revenue.

2Harvey M. Wagner, "Integer Programming and Combinatorial Models," 
Principles of Operations Research, Chapter 13.
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TABLE X. ALTERNATIVE SETS OF DELIVERY ROUTES..

Set of 
Delivery 
„Routes . Delivery Point Collection Points

Maximum Amount 
Shipped 

(carcass cwtO

Havre Shelby,. Kalispell 461

I Glendive Hardin, Bozeman, Dillon '477

Lewistown Great Falls, Choteau 1,028

Havre Shelby, Kalispell 461

Glendive Choteau 412
2

. Hardin Lewistown, Bozeman, Dillon 435

Great Falls 658

Havre Shelby, Kalispell 461

3 Great Falls Choteau 905

■ GlehdiVe Hardin, Lewistown, Bozeman 
Dillon

600

Glehdive' Havre, Shelby, Kalispell 626

4 Hardin Lewistown, Bozeman, Dillon 435

Great Falls Choteau 905
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Raw Product-Final Product Shipments, Market Price 
Differentials, and Shadow Prices

The problem was first specified to . accommodate only market hog 

transfers. This problem contained 540. selling activities and 48 linear 

constraints. For this problem, it was assumed that all regiohA were 

separated by a given market price less transportation cost per unit.

Net revenue from the solution to this problem was estimated to be 

$479,445.90. The optimum shipping pattern for this problem is presented 

in Table XI.

Using the first set of delivery routes, the problem was specified 

to accommodate both market hog and carcass sales. This problem con

tained 911 selling, processing, and transfer activities with 63 linear 

constraints. For this problem, all pairs of regions were assumed to 

be separated by a given market price less transfer costs. . Transfer costs 

for market hog sales were assumed to be only transportation costs, whereas 

transfer costs for carcass sales were assumed to be processing, handling, 

and transportation costs.

The results from this problem indicate that selling carcasses is a 

feasible alternative for Montana producers'. Net revenue was estimated 

to be $481,921.60, or $2,292.18 more than net .revenue from selling live 

hogs only. The results indicate that at least a full truckload is 

obtained for each of two routes. For one route, only 80 percent of a
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TABLE XI. OPTIMUM SHIPPING PATTERN FROM PROBLEM PROVIDING FOR ONLY 
MARKET HOG .SALES.

Activity Amount
Number Origin Destination ''''Shipped (cwt.!

77 Dillon Butte 171
30 Dillon Manhattan 200
84 Hardin Billings 587

101 Hardin Hardin 113
H O Great Falls Great Falls 242
124 Glendive Baker 136
125 Glendive1 Glendive 141
154 Lewistown Lewistown 1,636
168 Kalispell Kalispell 987
174 Bozeman Billings 1,115
181 Bozeman Bozeman 195
205 Havre Havre 665
218 Choteau Great Falls 219
223 Choteau Havre 423
225 Choteau Conrad 341
238 Shelby Shelby 543
243 Shelby Conrad 61
259 Chinook Havre 597
264 Roberts Billings 606
282 Ft. Benton Billings 257
298 Ft. Benton Lewistown 171
300 Miles City Billings 298
304 Miles City Baker 139
319 Madoc Sidney 391
320 Madoc Glasgow 147
321 Madoc Wolf Point 280
347 Deer Lodge ■ Butte 360
358 Plevna Baker 350
372 Ronan Billings 26
378 Ronan Missoula 411
384 Ronan Kalispell 92
390 White Sulphur Springs Billings 738
410 Malta Glasgow 564
435 Hamilton Hamilton 179
440 Hamilton Hamilton 258

(table continued)
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TABLE XI. (continuad).

Activity Amount
'Number Origin '''' Destination Shipped.(cwt
441 Hamilton.- Conrad 21
445 Sidney Sidney 583
463 Poplar Sidney 522
480 Sand Springs Billings '181
482 Sand Springs Glasgow 139
498 Columbus Billings 837
516 Big Timber Billings . 404
536 Hinsdale Glasgow 569
552 Shawmut Billings 606
570 Ballantine Billings 616
588 Twin Bridges • Billings 142
602 Twin Bridges Manhattan 346
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truckload could be obtained... Assuming a maximum increase in total trans 

fer costs of $183.52, net revenue would .decline to $481,738.08.

An improvement in net revenue was tested for by solving the problem 

using the other sets of delivery routes. For the second set of delivery 

routes, net revenue was estimated to be $481,984.81 or an increase of 

$2,538.91 from the live hog selling solution. The results indicate that 

at least a full truckload of carcasses could be collected and delivered 

along three of the'four routes. Ninety-three percent of a ■truckload 

would be collected and delivered along the fourth route. Assuming a • 

maximum increase in. total product shipment costs of $63.36 net revenue 

would decline to $481,921.45.

Using the third set of delivery routes, net revenue was estimated 

to be $481,986.25, or $2,540.35 more than the live hog selling solution. 

The results from this problem indicate that at least a full !truckload 

could be obtained for each route. *

The problem was solved once more using the fourth set of delivery 

routes. The results from this problem indicate that net revenue would 

increase to $482,038.43, or $2,592.53 more than the live hog solution. 

Again, only 93 percent of a truckload would be obtained for one of the 

routes. Net revenue would thus decrease to $481,975.07. The patterns 

of collection and delivery for all four sets of routes are presented

in Table XII.
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TABLE XII.. OPTIMUM PATTERNS' OF 
OF DELIVERY ROUTES.

COLLECTION AND DELIVERY FOR.FOUR SETS

Set of 
Delivery- 
Routes Delivery Point ' Collection Points

Amount Shipped 
(carcass cwt.)

Havre Shelby, Kalispell 461

I ■ Glendive Hardin, Bozeman, Dillon 296

Lewistown Great Fctlls, Choteau 1,027

Havre Shelby, Kalispell 461

Glend'ive Choteau 411
2 Hardin Lewistown, Bozeman, Dillon 352

Great Falls 657

Havre Shelby, Kalispell 461

3 Great Falls Choteau 904

' Glendive Hardin, Lewistown, Bozeman 
Dillon

' 419

Glendive Havre, Shelby, Kalispell 625

4 Hardin Lewistown, Bozeman, Dillon 352

Great Falls Choteau 904
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The final pattern of market hog and oarcass shipments using Route 

Set 3 is presented in Table XIII. This is the pattern of shipments 

which maximizes net revenue for Montana hog producers. It should be 

noted that although Bozeman and Hardin are possible collection points 

for this set of routes, no hogs are slaughtered at these points. The 

high slaughter charges quoted make custom slaughter infeasible at the 

Bozeman and Hardin locations. In fact, the shadow cost for Bozeman was 

$0.89/cwt. while the shadow cost for Hardin was $0.19/cwt. The shadow ' 

costs may be viewed as opportunity costs. They indicate how much pro

cessing costs or transportation costs would have to be reduced before 

slaughter capacity at these locations is completely utilized.

Assuming inelastic demand at all destinations, equilibrium market 

prices were estimated. All prices were assumed to be competitive with 

Billings and all slaughter charges were assumed to be competitive with 

Great Falls. The market price differentials and equilibrium prices are 

given in Table XIV. The market price differential at Seattle-Portland■ 

was estimated to be -$1.56/cwt. This difference gives some indication 

bi the relative incentive that exists for selling carcasses.

Shadow prices may be interpreted one of two ways.- First, they may 

be a measure of the economic incentive for expanding slaughter capacity 

in those regions where slaughter capacity is completely utilized. Second, 

they indicate how much slaughter charges would increase before the rent
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TABLE XIII. OPTIMUM RESULTS FROM THIRD SET OF DELIX7ERY ROUTES.

Product Form
Activity
Number Origin Destination

Amt. Shipped
(C W t .)

I Kalispell Havre 140
2 Shelby Havre 74
3 Havre Havre 247
4 Choteau Great Falls 247
5 Great Falls Great Falls 657

Carcass ' 10 Dillon Glendive 131
12 Lewistown Glendive 123 -
14 Glendive Glendive 164
15 Havre Sea-Port 461
16 Great Falls Sea-Port 904
18 Glendive Sea-Port 419

30 Dillon Butte 171
33 Dillon Manhattan 12
37 Hardin Billings 587
54 Hardin Hardin 113
78 Glendive Glendive 42

107 Lewistown Lewistown 1,807
121 Kalispell Kalispell 787
127 Bozeman Billings 922
134 Bozeman Bozeman 195
141 Bozeman Manhattan 193
158 Havre Havre 909

Market Hog 191 'Shelby Shelby 75
196 Shelby Conrad 423
217 Shelby Billings 606
235 Roberts . Billings 360
253 F t . Benton Billings . 162
257 .Miles City Baker 275
272 Miles City Sidney 391
273 Madoc Glasgow 147
274 Madoc Wolf Point 280
300 Madoc Butte 360
311 Deer Lodge Baker 350
331 Plevna Missoula 237
337 Ronan Kalispell 292

(table continued)
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TABLE XIII. (continued).

Activity Amt . Shipped
Product Fonn Number Origin Destination (cwt.)

343 Ronan .Billihgs 738
363 White Sulphur Spgs. Glasgow 564
393 Malta Manhattan 111
398 Hamilton Sidney 583
416 Sidney Sidney 522 •
433 Poplar Billings- 181
435 Sand Springs Glasgow 139
451 Columbus Billings 837 -

Market Hog . 469 Big Timber Billings 404
. 489 Hinsdale Glasgow" -569
505 Shawmut Billings 606
523 Ballantine Billings 616
555 Twin Bridges Manhattan 488
641 ' Choteau Great Falls 630
666 Chinook Havre 597

■ 687 Ft. Benton Great Falls 68
763 Hamilton Lewistown 347

Amount of Excess 889 Billings 394
Demand at Market 894 Glendive 99
Hog- and Carcass 895 Missoula 174
Destinations; 897 Great Falls 461
and amount of 898 Hamilton 179
Unutilized 899 .Shelby 468
Slaughter 902 Havre 776
Capacity at 908 Hardin. 140
Processing 913 Bozeman 118
Points 92.1 Seattie^Portlahd 1,816
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TABLE XIV. EQUILIBIRUM PRICES AND MARKET PRICE DIFFERENTIALS.

Destination

Estimated 
Price 

($/cwt.)

Market Price 
Differential 

($/cwt.)'

Equilibrium 
Price 

($/cwt.)

Billings 26.00 0.00 26.00
Sidney 26.00 0.00 26.00
Glasgow 26.20 -0.30 25.90
Wolf Point 25.90 0.00 25.90 '
Baker 25.90 0.00 25.90
Glendive 25.70 0.00 25.70
Missoula 25.40 0.00 25.40
Bozeman 25.60 0.00 25.60
Great Falls 25.50 +0.10. 2 5.60
Hamilton 25,20 0.00 . 25.20
Shelby 25.40 0.00 25.40
Butte 26.30 -0.70 25.60
Kalispell 27.70 -2.30 ' 25.40
Havre 25.60 0.00 25.60
Manhattan 25.70 0.00 25.70.
Conrad 25.50 0.00 25.50
Lewistown 25.70 -0.10 25.60
Hardin 25.80 0.00 25.80
Seattle-Portland 43.20* -1.56 41.60*

*Expressed in S/carcass cwt
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differential on selling carcasses is equaJ to y.ero. As mentioned in 

Chapter II, it cannot be concluded which factor would dominate. Such a 

conclusions would involve dynamics and tnis study is a static analysis.

The shadow prices consistent with the optimum pattern of slaughter are 

presented in Table XV.

The results indicate that hog producers should utilize slaughter 

services at all points except Bozeman and Hardin for custom slaughtering. 

The results also confirm the importance of collection and delivery in 

organizing full truckloads of carcasses for shipment to the final destina

tion.

A comparison of results between selling live hogs only and the 

final problem indicate that processing at or near the source of produc

tion is important. In fact, raw product supplies were processed from 

only those production regions that coincide with a processing point.

The only exceptions are Choteau, Chinook, Ft. Benton, and Hamilton.

These production regions can take advantage of the available slaughter 

capacity in Great Falls, Havre, and Lewistown.

The prevailing set of shadow prices indicate that slaughtering 

carcasses at Lewistown and Kalispell may be very sensitive to changes in 

slaughter charges. In fact, small increases in the slaughter charges 

could preclude collection at these points and thus make delivery infeas

ible for the Glendive, Hardin, Lewistown, Bozeman, and Dillon route.
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By-Product Sales

Subsequent to the previous analysis, it was learned that it may be 

feasible for Montana producers to sell by-products through brokers on 

the West Coast, Assuming sale of such items as liyer, kidneys, and 

hearts, a reasonable return on by-products would be $1.30/cwt. This 

estimate was subtracted from the processing and stop charge at each pro

cessing point. Then the problem was solved again. The optimum pattern . 

of collection and delivery was obtained with the fourth set. of delivery 

routes and is presented in Table XVI. Net revenue including by-product 

sales would increase to $484,535.29, or $2,549.04 more than the previous 

optimum solution. The optimum pattern of shipments indicates that all 

processing points including Bozeman and Hardin would be utilized for 

custom slaughtering hogs.

^Information obtained from representatives of the Montana Pork 
Producers Council.
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TAELS XV- SHADOW PRICES FOR PROCESSING REGIONS.

-

Processing Point 'Shadow'Price ($/cwt.)

Dillon O CO Ul

Hardin 0.00
Great Falls 1.09
Glendive 0.64
Lewistown 0.11
Kalispell 0; 34
Bozeman 0.00
Havre 0.74
Choteau ■ 1.62
Shelby 0.61
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TABLE XVI. OPTIMUM RESULTS WITH BY-PRODUCT SALES.

Activity Amt. Shipped
Product Form Number ' ' Origin ' ' ' Destination ' (CWti

4 Choteau Great Falls 247
5 Great Falls Great Falls 657
6 Dillon Hardin 131
7 Bozeman Hardin 82
8 .Lewistown Hardin, 123
9 ' ■Hardin Hardin 98

Carcass 10 Kalispell Glendive 140
11 Shelby Glendive 74
12 Havre Glendive 24.7
14 Glendive Glendive 164
16 Great Falls Sea-Port 904
17 Hardin Sea-Port 435
18 Glendive Sea-Port' 625

30 Dillon Butte 171
32 Dillon Manhattan 12
37 Hardin Billings 447
54 Hardin Hardin 113
78 Glendive Glendive 42

107 Lewistown Lewistown 1,807
121 Kalispell Kalispell 787
127 Bozeman Billings 804
134 Bozeman Bozeman 195
I 41 Bozeman Manhattan 193Market Hog 158 Havre Havre 909
191 Shelby Shelby 75
196 Shelby Conrad 423
217 Roberts Billings 606
235 Ft. Benton Billings 360
253 Miles City Billings 162
257 Miles.City Baker 275
272 Madoc Sidney 391
273 Madoc Glasgow 147
274 Madoc Wolf Point 280
300. Deer Lodge Butte 360
311 Plevna Baker 350

(table continued)
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TABLE XVI. (ccntinned).

Activity Amt. Shipped
Product Form Number Origin Destination (cwt.)

331 Ronan Missoula 237
337' Ronan Kalispell 292
343 White Sulphur Spgs. Billings 738
363 Malta Glasgow 564
393 . Hamilton Manhattan 111
390 Sidney Sidney 583 '
416 Poplar Sidney 522
433 Sand Springs Billings 181

Market Hog 435 Sand Springs Glasgow 139
451 Columbus Billihgs 837
469 Big Timber Billings 404
489 Hinsdale Glasgow 569
505 Shawmut Billings 606
523 Ballantine Billings 616
555 Twin Bridges Manhattan 488
641 Choteau Great Falls 630
666 Chinook Havre • 597
681 Ft. Benton Great Falls 68
763 Hamilton Lewistown 347 '

Amount of Excess 889 Billings 652
Demand at Market 894 Glendive 99
Hog and Carcass 895 Missoula 174
Destinations; S. 897 Great Falls 461
amount of Unuti-- 898 Hamilton 179
Iized Slaughter 899 ■ Shelby 468
Capacity at 902 Havre 776
Processing 921 Seattle-Portland 1,636
Points



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS "

Summary

The primary-objective of this study has been to determine the 

feasibility of producer coordinate production and processing activities. 

Montana hog producers believe they can increase returns by custom slaugh

tering, hogs and then selling carcasses to West Coast buyers. A linear 

programming model was used to compare short-run returns from selling 

market hogs with short-run returns from selling carcasses. . For market 

hog sales, all pairs of production regions and market hog destinations 

were assumed to be separated by a given market price less transportation 

cost. For carcass sales, all pairs of production regions, delivery routes, 

and final destination points for carcasses were assumed to be separated 

by a given market price less transportation cost of the raw product, 

processing cost, stop charge for loading carcasses, and transportation 

cost of the final product. Assuming free mobility of resources, equil

ibrium for producers in production region i would be defined by the 

equality of the site-price for shipments made to market hog destination 

j and the sihe-price for shipments made to carcass destination j. Selling 

carcasses would thus become an economically viable choice if the site- 

price for shipments made to carcass destination j exceeded the site- 

price for shipments made to market hog destination j.
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The State of Montana was divided into 30 production regions, with 

given amounts of the raw product produced in each region. Ten pro

cessing regions were defined for slaughtering market hogs. Excess 

capacity was assumed to be a measure of the amount of capacity available 

for custom slaughtering, and the point estimates of custom slaughtering 

charges were assumed to be a constant function of the amount slaughtered 

All market hogs were assumed to be shipped to one of 18 destinations 

within Montana in the proportions actually shipped in 1971. All car

casses were assumed to be shipped to the Seattle-Portland area. An 

upper-bound constraint on carcass shipments was determined.

Average 1972 prices were estimated for all market hog destinations. 

Since some price data were unavailable, competitive prices were esti

mated using Billings as the base region.. The average 1972 Seattle- 

Portland carcass price was estimated using Omaha as the base region.

All feasible combinations of slaughterhouses were enumerated, then • 

delivery routes were specified such that at least one truckload of 

carcasses could be obtained. ■ -

The solution to the problem was obtained through consideration of 

alternative delivery routes. If only market hogs were sold, net revenue 

would be $479,445.90 per week. If carcass sales were combined with 

market hog sales, net revenue would be $481,986.25 per week. If by-, 

product sales, were included, net revenue would be $484,535.29 per week. 

The market price.differential at Seattle-Portland using Billings as a
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base region was estimated to.be -$1,56. This gives some indication of 

the relative incentive that exists'for selling carcasses.

The change in the current pattern of market hog .sales to a system 

including hog and carcass sales indicated that protassing at or near 

the source of production was important. The final shipping pattern also 

indicated that coordination between slaughterhouses and the ability to 

achieve a steady flow of carcasses are sensitive to the available amount 

of slaughter capacity. The prevailing set of shadow prices indicate 

availability of slaughter capacity at collection and delivery points is 

sensitive to changes in slaughter charges or changes in prices at coin

ciding market hog destinations.

Implications and Need for Further Research

This study assumes that a market for carcasses will continue to 

exist. In view of recent trends in the pork industry and conversations 

with meat packers on the West Coast, there is some evidence to suggest 

that returns on individual meat cuts are higher than returns on carcasses - 

Consequently, the firms that are presently engaged in carcass buying 

may turn to specification buying of individual meat cuts. Thus, the 

continued existence of a carcass market should be the first area of 

additional inquiry.

It was assumed that all products traded were homogeneous. West 

Coast packers, however, indicated a preference for higher grades than
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the average of grades- 1-4 which .was assumed for this study, Considera

tion of differences in grade, without a change in production practices, 

may reduce the number of feasible supply sources. Supply at or near 

some points of processing may be reduced or eliminated. Thus, the cost 

of shipping the raw product from outlying sources in combination with 

the increased cost of shipping carcasses, because of the importance of 

coordination between slaughterhouses, could make selling carcasses . .

infeasible.

In order to maintain a steady flow of carcasses, large producers 

may have to participate in carcass marketing a c t i v i t i e s I n  some 

instances, the returns foregone from selling marker hogs would not simply 

be the market prices used in this study but would be premium prices.

Buyers frequently offer large producers premium prices to achieve con

trol over the timing and quality of raw product supplies, These premium 

prices may be high enough to preclude participation by large producers . 

in carcass selling. Consequently, producers may not be able to achieve, 

a sufficient flow of carcasses to maintain a supply outlet.

The results were obtained on the assumption that demand was perfectly 

elastic at all destinations. The final results indicate, though, that 

for some destinations the difference between the optimal amount sold and 

the current amount sold is significant enough to raise serious questions 

about the validity of this assumption. Since'-coordination between slaugh

terhouses is an important factor affecting the feasibility of marketing .
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carcasses, and because reliance on large producers for a source of 

carcasses may be important, an opportunity could exist for live hog . 

buyers at specific points to engage in retaliatory pricing in an attempt 

to disrupt the marketing system.

Seasonality in slaughter may also make this-alternative a short

lived proposition. Transportation cost of carcass shipments would be 

increased if the amount of accessible slaughter capacity along any 

delivery route were substantially reduced.

To recapitulate,, the feasibility of selling carcasses depends, 

primarily upon the future existence of a carcass market. It can also be 

inferred from the results that the restricted slaughter capacity makes 

the feasibility of selling carcasses very sensitive to coordination 

between slaughterhouses and the ability to achieve a steady supply of 

carcasses. Assuming these problems can be resolved, coordination is an 

economically viable choice for the group. However, these results do not 

enumerate individual producers gains from selling carcasses. To eval

uate a carcass pricing system of specification buying on weight and 

grade, a comparison would have to be made between the carcass pricing 

system and the live weight and grade pricing system.

Although vertical coordination may be a viable alternative, vertical 

integration (i.e., ownership of the means of production at all stages of 

the marketing process) is not implied by the results. Before vertical, 

integration is attempted, an investigation would have to be made into 

the entire structure and conduct of the red meat market.
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